Wearables in the Workplace
Heledd Winfield-Straker, Innovation Specialist for People & Talent at PA
Consulting, debates the future of tracking technology and asks whether
it will incite positive change or an Orwellian nightmare
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that the goal is to help them. So

report on how to improve their life or

contentious is the idea of wearables

for someone to visit them in hospital?

make employees run for the hills.
As a result, engaging people from day
one in planning the implementation
of wearables is key.
Ask employees what data they would
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Some ethical and social considerations
are obvious, but as wearables and their
associated data become integrated into
our lives ‘doing the right thing’ may
become increasingly unclear.
Many organisations do not yet have
a handle on big data as a concept,
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Data is Mightier Than
the Sword
Big data is lauded as the answer to all
our problems, particularly those relating
to the seemingly nebulous human heart.
However, it takes skill to wield the sword
of data. Making decisions based on poor
data – or bad decisions based on good
data – can raise all kinds of ethical and
legal issues.
Imagine a wearable detects an employee’s
anomalous heart pattern and it is ignored
as a symptom of stress, but the employee
is later hospitalised with a heart condition.
Is the company liable? If the employee
knew about their condition and didn’t
register it with their company health
insurance, does this become a compliance
issue? And what happens if that data
is hacked or lost? What should be the
security protocols for protecting and
retrieving data?
In all cases, a company needs both
significant data science capability and a
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Technology Doesn’t Have
a Moral Compass

think about protecting employees’
trust, investing in the required skills
and infrastructure, and keeping the
focus on doing the right thing 

Mike Weston, CEO at data science
consultancy Profusion – which cohosted an event with us on this subject
– described a recent experiment which
used wearables to spot the early onset

This article first appeared as a
blog on PA Consulting’s Talent
and Change website

of disease in cows in order to maintain
a healthy herd. But should humans be
tracked in the same way as cattle?
Humans are naturally reductionist and
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Should the employer tell the employee
of their condition, if not on legal grounds
then on ethical ones? What is the
importance of human interaction? For
example, what would the hospitalised
employee value more – a detailed
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that just saying the word ‘track’ could

